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DC POWER PLANTS 
For Communications Systems 

Electric power is basic to the operation of 
modern communications systems. So basic, in 
fact, that its production and distribution un-
doubtedly receives far less attention than the 
more interesting and sophisticated communica-
tions systems that it serves. Today's modern 
automatic power plant performs its vital though 
undramatic role in such an efficient and hum-
drum manner that it is easily taken for granted 
— except by those directly concerned with its 
operation. However, there are many technical 
and economic factors associated with supplying 
electric power to communications systems that 
make the subject important. This article de-
scribes a typical communications system power 
plant, including the functions of such devices 
as power rectifiers, generators, and storage 
batteries. 
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A source of reliable and continuous 
electric power is required to operate the 
many communications systems which 
serve our ever-growing and dynamic 
society. The vital function performed 
by these systems cannot tolerate even a 
momentary interruption in the supply 
of electric power. Such an interruption 
in a large telephone plant, for example, 
would cause important circuit elements, 
such as relays, to de-energize, affecting 
perhaps thousands of important mes-
sages and long-distance circuits. 

The main source of electric power for 
most communications systems is the 
commercial or public utility company 
serving the area in which the system is 
located. In the United States, electric 
power distributed by these companies is 
alternating current at 60 cycles per sec-
ond, usually 230 volts three-phase and 
115 volts single-phase. 

A communications system requires dc 
power to operate most of its compo-
nents such as electron tubes, transistors, 
telephones, and switching apparatus. 
Therefore, commercial or public ac 
power must be rectified to various dc 
voltages before it can be used. Certain 
types of communications equipment, 
such as radio and multiplex terminals 
and repeaters, employ built-in or op-
tional power supplies which convert 60 
cps power to the dc voltages required by 
the various circuit elements. To obtain 
power in such cases, it is necessary only 
to insert the respective power plug into 
an ordinary ac outlet. 

In most large communications sys-
tems, however, it is not always economi-
cal or practical to use separate power 
supplies for each piece of equipment. 
Typically, a central power plant located 
at the central switching office is used to 
supply all the electric power required 
for the particular system. 

Although the electric power supplied 
by most public and commercial utility 

companies is usually very reliable, it is 
subject to interruptions. Transmission 
lines may be damaged by storms, light-
ning may strike transformers, and 
switches and insulators may deteriorate 
and become faulty. It is necessary, there-
fore, to have an auxiliary source of elec-
tric power, ready to assume the load in 
the event of a primary power failure. 

Emergency power is normally pro-
vided by prime mover generators, stor-
age batteries, or both. Since an engine-
driven generator requires time to start 
and warmup, there is unavoidable delay 
before it can assume the load after a 
failure occurs. Since even a momentary 
delay cannot be tolerated, some means 
of providing power instantly must be 
available. The usual practice is to use 
storage batteries, keeping them fully 
charged from the primary power source 
during normal operation. When a pri-
mary power failure occurs, the batteries 
assume the load instantly with no in-
terruption in service. 

Unfortunately, batteries do not have 
the capacity to supply power for long 
periods of time. For this reason, they 
are used only to assume the power load 
at the instant of a primary power fail-
ure, and for a short period afterwards. 
Because of the vital function of com-
munications systems, they must also be 
protected against the possibility of long 
interruptions in the supply of primary 
power. For full protection, therefore, 
it is necessary to have available some 
type of prime mover generator in addi-
tion to the storage batteries. 

Typical DC Power Plant 

The ordinary dc voltages used in 
most communications systems today 
were determined by the original needs 
of the telephone industry. Early manual 
exchanges used dc power at 24 volts to 
operate the various telephone apparatus, 
while telegraph equipment required dc 
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power at 130 volts. Dial telephone ex-
changes were designed to operate with 
dc power at 48 volts, thus establishing 
three dc voltages which have become 
standard throughout the communica-
tions industry. 

Since new equipment introduced into 
the communications industry has to be 
compatible with existing equipment, it 
must be designed to operate from the 
standard dc voltages. Electron tubes 
employed in most communications 
equipment, therefore, use + 130 volts 
as the plate voltage, while transistorized 
equipment is designed to use 24 or 48 
volts. 

A typical dc power plant for a com-
munications system uses commercial or 
public ac power and converts it to the 
standard dc voltages required by the 
various equipment. As previously men-
tioned, it must also be capable of con-
tinuous operation in the event of a pri-
mary power failure. To accomplish this, 
such a power plant is ordinarily 
equipped with an engine-driven gener-
ator and storage batteries for use during 
emergencies. 

Power plants for large telephone 
communications systems, for example, 
usually have a separate power system 
for each of the required major voltages. 
Figure 2 illustrates the arrangement of 
a typical dc power plant containing a 
24-volt system, a 48-volt system, and a 
130-volt system. 

As shown in the diagram, 60-cps 
power from the commercial or public 
utility company is fed into the power 
plant through a meter which measures 
and registers the amount of power used. 
A main entrance switch is normally pro-
vided to turn the power on or off. From 
the switch the power is fed to a distri-
bution panel where it is divided and 
routed to the separate power systems. 

Each of the three power systems con-
tains a power rectifier, a power board, 

and a storage battery. The rectifier per-
forms essentially two functions. Its 
main function is, of course, to convert 
the primary ac power to dc power at 
one of the standard voltages. In addi-
tion, the rectifier supplies energy to the 
battery so that it remains in a fully-
charged condition during normal oper-
ation. This action is called floating, and 
is accomplished by connecting the bat-
tery in parallel with the output circuit 
of the rectifier. 

Since the rectifier is also used to 
charge the battery, it is often called a 
battery charger. However, the name is 
slightly misleading in this application 
as it identifies only a secondary al-
though important function. This mis-
nomer also tends to create the erroneous 
impression that the main task of the 
rectifier is to charge the battery which, 
in turn, supplies the dc power for the 
communications equipment. This is not 
exactly true. During normal operation, 
substantially all of the power for the 
communications equipment is supplied 
from the commercial or public utility 
company through the rectifier. Electric 
energy is not obtained from a storage 
battery unless it is discharging; there-
fore, it does not supply power unless 
the rectifier power drops below a cer-
tain level or after a primary power fail-
ure. The storage battery does help to 
offset voltage variations in the public 
or commercial power and to filter out 
the ripples and line noises from the 
rectifier output, however, and so does 
perform an active function during nor-
mal operating periods. 

When the battery does assume the 
load during emergencies, it begins to 
slowly discharge, causing the voltage in 
each cell to drop. To offset the effect of 
this dropping voltage, emergency or 
end cells are normally employed in a 
typical battery system. These end cells 
are arranged so that they can be 
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Figure 1. When the primary source of power for a communications system is 
interrupted, emergency dc power may be supplied by large battery cells, such 

as those shown in photograph. 

switched into the regular battery circuit, 
one cell at a time, when needed to raise 
the battery voltage to a proper level. 
The dc output from each rectifier is 

fed into a power board which functions 
as the nerve center for the particular 
power system. The power board con-
tains various switches, meters, fuses, 
circuit breakers, and other devices 
needed to control and monitor the oper-
ation of the power system. For example, 
if the primary power drops below a 
specified safe level or fails, sensing de-
vices in the power board automatically 
switch in the emergency battery system 
and, if necessary, start up the auxiliary 
generator and switch it into service 
when needed. The power board also 
switches in the end cells, one at a time, 
when the emergency battery voltage 

drops below a prescribed level. After 
regular service is resumed, the power 
board restores all circuits to normal and 
provides extra power to recharge the 
battery as quickly as possible. 

/n addition, the power board controls 
the amount of float charge necessary to 
keep the battery in a fully-charged con-
dition. The power board may also in-
clude various audible and visible alarm 
devices which alert operating person-
nel of any abnormal conditions or fail-
ure in the power plant. 
The main power output from the 

power board is fed through protective 
fuses to a system of large, usually cop-
per or aluminum, busbars which are 
normally located overhead in the power 
plant room. The power input circuits of 
the various communications equipment 
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Figure 2. Arrangement of a 
typical dc power plant serving 
a large communications sys-
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a number of plates fastened together 
to form a stack. 

Solid-state rectifiers are superior to 
the gas tube and metallic rectifiers and 
are replacing them in all modern power 
plants. They are more efficient, have a 
longer life, and are much more econom-
ical than the older types of rectifiers. 
Solid-state rectifiers are usually made of 
germanium or silicon diodes. 
The most promising solid-state recti-

fier in use today is the silicon-controlled 
rectifier (SCR). Its PNPN semiconduc-
tor rectifying element consists of a tiny 
wafer of silicon with a small amount of 
impurity diffused into a thin layer of 
its surface. The junction between this 
doped layer and the pure silicon forms 
the rectifying barrier. 

Batteries 

A battery is an assembly of cells 
which convert chemical energy into elec-
tric energy. Each cell consists of a posi-
tive electrode and a negative electrode 
submerged in a liquid or paste-like elec-
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trolyte. There are two general classes 
of batteries: primary batteries and sec-
ondary batteries. 
The chemical action that generates 

electric energy in a primary battery can-
not be reversed and, therefore, once the 
chemical energy is expended the battery 
can no longer be used. For this reason, 
they are often referred to as one-shot 
batteries. An example of a primary bat-
tery is the ordinary single-cell flashlight 
battery which is discarded after use. (A 
single cell is also referred to as a bat-
tery.) Such batteries are seldom used in 
large or fixed communications plants, 
but are widely used in portable com-
munications equipment. 
A secondary battery is different from 

a primary battery in that the chemical 
process can be reversed by passing an 
electric current, from an external 
source, through each cell. This reverse 
action restores the chemical energy to 
the battery allowing it to be reused. 

There are two classes of secondary 
batteries: those with acid electrolyte 
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Figure 3. Life performance of lead-calcium and lead-antimony cells. 
(Courtesy The Warren Manufacturing Co.) 
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are connected, through cables, to the 
necessary busbars. 

Emergency Generators 

The emergency motor-driven gener-
ator remains idle during normal opera-
tion of the power plant and also during 
short interruptions in the primary 
power supply when the batteries assume 
the load. However, when the duration 
of a primary power failure extends be-
yond the time limits of the emergency 
battery system, the auxiliary generator 
is put into use. 

In addition to supplying emergency 
power for the communications system, 
the generator also must be capable of 
supplying power to lights and other 
electric appliances such as air condition-
ing or heating equipment located at the 
power plant. 

The size and capacity of these engine-
driven generators depends, of course, 
on the emergency power requirements 
of the particular system. Many types of 
generators are used, ranging from small 
portable gasoline engines, to large sta-
tionary diesel engines permanently in-
stalled in the power plant. 

Diesel engines are usually more reli-
able, durable and economical to operate 
than gasoline engines and are generally 
preferred, especially where the power 
requirements are relatively large. The 
speed at which these engines operate de-
termines the characteristics of the out-
put power of the generator and must 
be closely controlled. Such control is 
normally accomplished by a governor 
which regulates the amount of fuel sup-
plied to the engine. Usually, emergency 
generators are equipped with automatic 
starting and stopping switches that are 
actuated by circuits in the emergency 
detection system of the power plant. 

Gasoline engines have certain advan-
tages over diesel engines, such as lighter 
weight, easier starting, availability of 

fuel, and lower initial cost. However, 
they are not as reliable or efficient as 
diesel engines and gasoline is more dan-
gerous to handle and store than diesel 
fuel. For these reasons, gasoline engines 
are not ordinarily used except where 
weight and size are critical and the 
power requirements are relatively small. 

Power Rectifiers 

Rectifiers are devices that convert al-
ternating current to direct current and, 
as already explained, play an important 
role in the typical communications sys-
tem power plant. There are essentially 
three classes of rectifiers in general use 
today: gas tube rectifiers, metallic rec-
tifiers, and solid-state rectifiers. 

Gas tubes are limited to power re-
quirements of less than about 50 am-
peres. The most common type of gas 
tube is the Tun gar which consists of a 
glass bulb filled with argon gas, a tung-
sten filament, and a single carbon plate 
or anode. The operation of these tubes 
is essentially the same as for all other 
electron tubes. 

Metallic rectifiers are widely used in 
telephone power plants, and are of two 
general types—copper oxide and seleni-
um disk. The copper-oxide rectifier con-
sists of a copper disk covered with a 
layer of copper oxide. This combination 
offers a low resistance to current flowing 
from the copper oxide to the copper, 
and a high resistance to current flowing 
from the copper to the copper oxide. 

The selenium-disk rectifier consists of 
a steel or aluminum plate (electrode) 
coated with a thin layer of metallic se-
lenium. This plate is in contact with a 
second plate ( counter electrode) of con-
ducting metal. Current flows with little 
resistance from the second plate to the 
plate coated with metallic selenium, 
while a high resistance to current flow 
exists in the opposite direction. A com-
plete selenium-disk rectifier consists of 
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Figure 4. Voltage of lead-acid cells under various operating conditions. 
(Courtesy The Warren Manufacturing Co.) 

(lead-acid batteries) and those with 
alkaline electrolyte ( silver-zinc, nickel-
iron, nickel-cadmium, and silver-cadmi-
um batteries). The most prominent type 
of battery found in the communications 
industry is the lead-acid type which has 
a long service life, relatively high volt-
age per cell, and generally costs less 
than the other types of secondary bat-
teries. 
A fully-charged lead-acid cell has a 

positive electrode (or plate) made of 
lead peroxide (Pb02) and a negative 
electrode made of spongy lead (Pb), 
both submerged in an electrolyte of 
dilute sulfuric acid ( H,S0. + H20). 
When a lead-acid cell ( or battery) 

is discharging, current passes from the 
positive plate, through the external cir-
cuit ( load), to the negative plate, and 
returns to the positive plate through 
the electrolyte. Electrolysis occurs in the 

cell as a result of the electric current 
passing through it. During this process, 
the spongy lead of the negative plate is 
combining with the positively charged 
component (SO4) of the electrolyte, 
forming lead sulphate (PbSO4) and 
losing its negative charge. At the same 
time, the oxygen of the lead peroxide 
of the positive plate is combining with 
a part of the hydrogen in the electro-
lyte, forming water (H20), and also 
reducing the positive plate to pure lead 
(Pb). In addition, electrolysis is taking 
place at the positive plate, forming 
more water and converting some of the 
lead into lead sulphate. 
When a lead-acid cell is charging, 

the chemical action is reversed, thus re-
storing the chemical energy released 
during discharge. The chemical action 
in a lead battery is expressed by the 
formula: 

Discharge 
Pb0: + Pb + 21-1,804 2PbSO4+ 211,0 

Charge 
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Lead used to construct the plates in 
a lead-acid cell is relatively soft and 
does not possess much structural 
strength. For this reason, alloys of lead 
are used to provide the necessary me-
chanical strength. The most prevalent 
type of alloy in lead-acid batteries used 
today is lead-antimony. 

Recently, another type of alloy, lead-
calcium, has proven to be an excellent 
material for constructing cell plates. 
Lead-calcium batteries have a much 
longer expected operating life than 
lead-antimony batteries—about 40 per-
cent—and require less maintenance. 
However, they are more expensive and 
not necessarily the most economical bat-
tery in all applications. Since they re-
quire less maintenance and attention 
than the lead-antimony battery, they are 
very useful at remote, unattended sta-
tions. 

A lead-acid battery can be maintained 
at full charge by placing its terminals 
across a dc power source. This is called 
floating. The open circuit voltage of a 
typical lead-acid cell that is fully 
charged is about 2.05 volts. To float a 
battery and maintain it in a fully 
charged condition, it is necessary to 
raise the float voltage above 2.05 volts 
to overcome the cell resistance. Under 
normal temperature conditions, the av-
erage voltage of the float charge is 
about 2.17 volts per cell. 

A second type of charge, the equaliz-
ing charge, is a special charge given a 
battery to raise all of its cells to a uni-
form, equal voltage and specific gravity. 
Each cell in a battery has its own indi-
vidual characteristics such • as rate of 
local action ( self-discharge), rate of 
charge, and capacity. Although differ-
ences between cells are usually very 
small, over a long period of time it is 
possible for an imbalance in cell volt-
ages and the specific gravity of the 
electrolyte to become quite pronounced. 

The equalizing voltage is usually about 
2.30 volts per cell. Equalizing charges 
are also used to recharge a battery after 
it has been discharged during emer-
gency use. 

Future Developments 

With the advent of transistors, and 
more recently of microelectronics, the 
amount of power required to operate 
modern communications equipment is 
being reduced more and more. This fact 
has been an enormous help to the com-
munication industry, especially in re-
gards to supplying power to remote 
radio repeater sites. 

Radio repeaters, for example, are 
often located at mountain-top sites 
where commercial power is not avail-
able. Conventionally, the equipment at 
these sites has been operated from 
prime mover generators and storage bat-
teries which require frequent attention 
and maintenance to provide satisfactory 
service. 
The development of missile systems 

and space vehicles has fostered a great 
deal of research into so-called uncon-
ventional methods of providing electric 
power. Among these are solar cells, 
chemical fuel cells, nuclear cells, and 
thermoelectric converters. 

It is not yet practical to use these de-
vices where much more than about 500 
watts of power are required. However, 
they are expected to be of tremendous 
value in supplying power to such things 
as solid-state repeaters located in remote 
unattended sites where conventional 
methods of supplying electric power 
have, heretofore, been rather costly. 

These new devices operate without 
moving parts, do not require frequent 
maintenance or attention, and generally 
provide uniform efficiencies over a wide 
range of power outputs at extremely 
low operating costs. Presently the most 
promising of these unconventional 
power sources, at least for the coirununi-
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Figure 5. Often, microwave radio stations are located in isolated areas where 
public or commercial power is not available. 
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cations industry, appears to be the ther-
moelectric converter or generator. 

Thermoelectric generators convert 
the heat from the flameless combustion 
of propane gas directly into electricity. 
They are capable of operating unattend-
ed for as long as the supply of propane 
fuel lasts, and in all types of weather 
extremes. 

In the future, when these power 
sources prove to be technically and eco-
nomically practicable, they should be an 
enormous aid to the communications in-
dustry. 

Conclusion 
The power equipment described in 

this article is typical of that used in 
many types of communications systems. 
It should be emphasized, however, that 
there are many different arrangements 
for communications power plants, each 

designed to meet the special needs of 
the particular system. For example, dc 
to dc converters are sometimes used to 
supply 24-volt power from the 48-volt 
power system, rather than from a sep-
arate system, or ac to dc converters 
might be used instead of rectifiers. 

Regardless of the particular arrange-
ment, however, each dc power system 
must meet certain common technical re-
quirements. They must meet the re-
quirements for voltage and current-
carrying capacity and also the require-
ments for stability and regulation. Prob-
ably the most important of all require-
ments, however, are reliability and con-
tinuity. The system must be capable of 
supplying electric power continuously 
so that the vital mission of the com-
munication system will not be vulner-
able to disastrous and costly interrup-
tions. 
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Signaling Test Set 

An optional artificial trunk unit 
that simulates the line resistance 
of a physical pair is an added 
feature to Lenkurt's Signaling Test 
Set — now used to check and 
monitor E & M signaling and loop-
dial facilities. This accessory unit 
permits testing of pulse repeating 
relays in local interoffice trunk cir-
cuits or toll transmission selectors 
arranged for loop or battery-
ground pulsing. More informa-
tion about this versatile test set is 
contained in Form 26600-P4, 
available on request from 
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